The World Wide Web has the potential to make information accessible to everyone. However, this potential cannot be realized unless content is designed so that all Internet users can access the full range of resources this tool delivers. The use of web content that is accessible to everyone in our schools is consistent with No Child Left Behind legislation and state standards for the learning of all students.

The web has become an essential tool for educational activities at all levels. Students both learn from web resources and create web content. As students develop web pages as part of class assignments, they should keep in mind that some visitors to their websites

- cannot see graphics because of visual impairments;
- cannot hear audio because of hearing impairments;
- cannot operate a mouse;
- use slow Internet connections and modems or equipment that cannot easily download large files;
- have difficulty navigating sites that are poorly organized with unclear directions because they have learning disabilities;
- speak English as a second language, or are younger than the average user;
- are senior citizens.

The Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA) and Amendments of 2008 require that covered entities provide access to programs and services to people with disabilities. The U.S. Departments of Justice and Education have issued rulings and statements that support the position that web content is covered by the ADA. Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act requires that web pages and other information technology procured, developed, or used by federal agencies adhere to accessibility standards. Clearly, accessible website design is an essential skill for all web content developers. It is critical that students developing websites for class projects apply accessible design principles so that as they move on to careers and community service, they will be able to meet legal and ethical obligations regarding the accessibility of information resources.

This publication is designed to give guidance to instructors of precollege and postsecondary web design courses as well as to those who, as an activity in their classes, have students create web pages. It describes options for integrating accessibility content within any course. References are made to ready-to-use publications online in PDF and alternate formats for duplication as handouts for your class. Video presentations referenced may be freely viewed online, or purchased in DVD format. These materials can be used to develop the knowledge and skills of both instructors and students. Permission is granted to modify and duplicate all DO-IT materials for noncommercial purposes, as long as the source is acknowledged.

Choose some or all of the following suggestions, depending on the goals, objectives, and duration of a specific course. You will find it easier to link to the websites listed in the following paragraphs if you are using the electronic form of this document.
Objective: Students will be able to describe how individuals with different types of disabilities access information technology, including web pages.

People use a variety of technologies to access the web. For example, someone who is blind may use a speech output system that reads aloud the content of the computer screen. A person with a mobility impairment may be unable to use a mouse and may rely on a standard or alternative keyboard alone for web browsing. To help you and your students understand how individuals with disabilities access web and other electronic resources, read the publication and view the video presentation at the following location:

- **Working Together: People with Disabilities and Computer Technology**

For more detailed information about assistive technology for individuals with specific disabilities, read the publications and view the video presentations listed below:

- **Working Together: Computer Technology and People with Mobility Impairments**
- **Working Together: Computer Technology and People with Sensory Impairments**
- **Working Together: Computer Technology and People with Learning Disabilities**

More information about assistive technology can be found by searching the AccessSTEM Knowledge Base.

Objective: Students will be able to define “universal design” and describe how it can be applied in the design of web pages.

To create resources that can be used by the widest spectrum of potential visitors rather than an idealized “average,” universal design principles can be applied. Routinely ask students to think about the broad range of characteristics their site visitors might have and design their resources to be accessible to as many people as possible. This includes individuals with disabilities, senior citizens, people for whom English is a second language, and those using outdated hardware and software. You and your students can read the following publication for more information about general principles and specific applications of universal design:

- **Universal Design: Principles, Process, and Applications**

Ask your students to come up with examples of how universal design might be applied to products used in the school or in the home to make them easily used by more people. Applying universal design strategies to the creation of websites is not difficult, but it does require learning about typical web access challenges and solutions. You and your students can gain an overview of accessible website design by reading the following publication and viewing the video:

- **World Wide Access: Accessible Web Design**

Objective: Students can describe two widely used web accessibility guidelines and standards.

The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) develops and maintains the protocols used on the web to insure interoperability and universal access. As Tim Berners-Lee, Director of the W3C, puts it:

“The power of the web is in its universality. Access by everyone regardless of disability is an essential aspect.”
The W3C’s Web Accessibility Initiative (WAI) develops Web Content Accessibility Standards (WCAG). The WAI is in the process of updating its standards; the draft of WCAG version 2.0 includes guidelines grouped under four qualities of accessible websites: perceivable, operable, understandable, and robust. You and your students can learn more about the WCAG:

- Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 1.0

In 2001, the U.S. Architectural and Transportation Barriers Compliance Board (Access Board) developed accessibility requirements for web pages of federal agencies. The list of guidelines for accessibility provides a good model even for organizations that are not covered entities. You and your students can learn more by reading the following publications:

- Section 508 Guide: Web-Based Intranet and Internet Information and Applications

Consider using AccessIT’s Accessible University Mock Site to demonstrate accessible design using the Section 508 standards.

Many states, schools, and other organizations have adopted the W3C WCAG or the Access Board standards; some have developed their own guidelines or standards.

Talk to your students about the difference between a “guideline” and a “standard.” Find out if your school district or state has adopted these or other web accessibility guidelines or standards. If so, discuss ways that your class can promote their use. If not, consider taking on a class project to develop and promote web accessibility policies and procedures that could be adopted by your school district or state. Consider having your students complete an online tutorial about web accessibility, such as one of the following:

- CATEA Web Accessibility Course
- Introduction to Web Accessibility

Objective: Students will be able to describe and apply several design strategies that promote web accessibility and usability for everyone.

Well-organized web content helps visitors navigate through the information presented. To encourage your students to create websites that are easy to use by everyone, provide them with general guidelines such as the following adapted from the publication and video presentation World Wide Access: Accessible Web Design. Consider giving students a list of general website design guidelines that they MUST incorporate in their website projects (and that are considered as grades are assigned), and encourage them to address additional accessibility issues (perhaps for extra credit).

Maintain a simple, consistent page layout throughout your site. A consistent design and look makes it easier for website visitors to locate the specific information they seek. A feature presented on every page, such as a standard navigation menu or logo for the site, should always appear in the same place. A clear, consistent presentation will especially assist people with visual impairments or learning disabilities who have difficulty using disorganized navigation schemes.

Keep backgrounds simple. Make sure there is enough contrast. People with low vision or color blindness and those using black and white monitors can have difficulty reading information at sites with busy backgrounds.
and dark colors. Some background images and colors obscure text and make reading difficult. Make sure that there is enough contrast between your text and the background of the page. Choose background, text, and link colors carefully, and always test a site by viewing it at different resolutions.

Use standard HTML. Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) was developed by W3C to be a universal format for creating websites. Using standard HTML ensures that your students’ web content can be accessed by all browsers. Use the most current version of HTML and avoid tags, features, and plug-ins that are available to only one brand or version of a browser. An HTML validation program can be found online.

Make link text descriptive so that it can be understood out of context. Visitors who are blind sometimes navigate a page by using a list of links generated by their text-to-speech software. For this reason, links should provide enough information when read out of context. For example, use link text that describes the link destination, instead of “Click here.”

Include a note about accessibility. Include a statement about accessibility that encourages site visitors to notify the author if they encounter accessibility barriers. For example, the following statement might be included: “The developers of this website strive to make its content accessible to everyone, including those with disabilities. Please report accessibility barriers to [email address].”

Objective: Students will be able to describe and include in web design several accessibility features for individuals who are blind.

A major barrier to web content for individuals who are blind is created when text alternatives are not provided for nontext elements. These individuals may be using text-to-speech software or a refreshable Braille display, neither of which describe graphic content unless text alternatives are provided. If your students are not sure how critical a particular image is to the content of a page, have them temporarily remove it and consider the impact of its loss. Or have them turn off the image display capability of their web browser and see if they can access the content of a website that includes graphical images.

The first Section 508 standard for accessible web design is

a) A text equivalent for every nontext element shall be provided (e.g., via “alt”, “longdesc”, or in element content).

Rather than deal with all accessibility issues at once, consider having your students focus on techniques to support this one standard. The following three options are adapted from the publication and video presentation World Wide Access: Accessible Web Design.9

Include appropriate ALT or LONGDESC attributes for graphical elements on your page. If a web page includes images that some visitors are unable to see, these users depend on alternate text to provide them with the same information communicated by those images. In HTML, one common technique for providing alternate text is to use the ALT attribute, which accompanies the IMG and
Objective: Students will be able to describe several strategies for designing video and multimedia products that are accessible to people with sensory impairments.

Video and audio are often used on websites. However, audio content is not accessible to people who are unable to hear it. Also, some visual content may be inaccessible to blind users if the message that is being communicated is not readily apparent through the presentation’s audio. If your students are including multimedia products on their web pages, they should include captions on video presentations and transcripts for audio clips so that they can be accessed by individuals who are deaf. For a video presentation, they could also consider adding a separate audio track on which a narrator describes key visual content through a process called “audio description.” Both captioning and audio description can be performed using free software. Even if videos are captioned, text transcriptions should also be available, since they provide searchable content and provide access for visitors whose computer systems are not capable of presenting video files.

The following publications provide more detailed information on this topic for you and your students:

- *Creating Video and Multimedia Products that are Accessible to People with Sensory Impairments*[^16]
- *Guide to Section 508 Standards: Video and Multimedia Products*[^17]
- *Guide—Closed Captioning*[^18]

Specific strategies and tools for making multimedia accessible can be found by searching the AccessIT Knowledge Base[^19].

Here are examples of the questions answered there:

---

[^16]: [Creating Video and Multimedia Products that are Accessible to People with Sensory Impairments](#)
[^17]: [Guide to Section 508 Standards: Video and Multimedia Products](#)
[^18]: [Guide—Closed Captioning](#)
[^19]: [AccessIT Knowledge Base](#)
• Is it better to caption or transcribe educational multimedia?²⁰
• What is the difference between open and closed captioning?²¹
• How do I make multimedia accessible?²²

Objective: Students will be able to conduct web accessibility tests.

Students should test their websites with a variety of web browsers, including at least one text-based browser (e.g., Lynx or IBM’s Home Page Reader) or a standard browser with graphics turned off and sound muted. This way they will see their web resources from the many perspectives of their site visitors, including those who are blind or deaf. They should also view the resources at their sites using a variety of computing platforms, monitor sizes, and screen resolutions. Students should make sure they can access all of the features of their websites with the keyboard alone, simulating the experience of web users who cannot use a mouse. They should also use their browser to test if the user can adjust font sizes on their web pages, a useful feature for web users who have visual impairments. In summary, require that your students test the accessibility of the content of their websites when they

• turn off graphics using their browser “preferences,”
• mute the sound,
• change the display color to black on white,
• use the keyboard alone (without a mouse),
• use different browsers,
• use different screen resolutions,
• use different monitor sizes,
• use different computer platforms,
• enlarge the font size.

Consider having your students use accessibility-testing software that will point out elements in their websites that could be inaccessible. Have them also conduct accessibility tests on websites that they use in school. Tools that can be used to test web page accessibility are listed in the Web Accessibility Tools & Overview document.²³

More information about evaluation tools for you and your students can be found in the AccessIT Knowledge Base.²⁴ Specifically, consult:

• What web accessibility evaluation and repair tools are available?²⁴

Objective: Students will be able to locate and apply accessibility features of a web authoring tool.

If your students use an authoring tool to create their web pages, require that they locate and apply accessibility features included with the tool. They can most likely find this information at the company’s website. For more ideas, consult the AccessIT Knowledge Base.²⁴ There you will find answers to questions such as the following:

• Can I make accessible web pages using web authoring tools such as FrontPage and Dreamweaver?²⁵

Objective: Students will be able to create accessible content for specific technologies used on their websites.

Consider requiring your students to address accessibility issues for content presented with using specific tools or file formats. Consult articles in the AccessIT Knowledge Base for details. Here are examples:

• Is PDF accessible?²⁶
• Is Flash content accessible?²⁷
• Is Java accessible?28
• How do I make my online PowerPoint presentation accessible?29
• How do cascading style sheets affect web accessibility?30
• How can I develop accessible web-based forms?31
• Are chat rooms accessible to people with disabilities?32

Conclusion
Designing an accessible website is not difficult when accessibility is considered along with other design issues at the beginning of a project. Redesigning an inaccessible site can be very time-consuming, and costly in the business world. Teach your students accessible design techniques to help them to be prepared for the workforce and to make the world more inclusive. Encourage them to be forward thinking and design for everyone. Besides benefiting people with disabilities, accessible design benefits people using different web browsers and screen resolutions, handheld display devices, older technology, and cell phones and people for whom English is a second language. Accessible design is simply good design.

Additional Resources
Access the Web Design and Development I course33 for an example of a web design course (for grades 9-12) where accessibility is integrated throughout the curriculum.

The following websites provide a good place to start for further exploration of this topic. Consider creating a web accessibility resource website for your class or school that includes links to these and other resources included in this publication. For an example, look at the web accessibility website for faculty, students and staff34 at the University of Washington.

• AccessWeb35
• The Center for Universal Design in Education36
• EASI (Equal Access to Software and Information)37
• NCAM (National Center for Accessible Media)38
• Electronic and Information Technology Accessibility Standards (Section 508)39
• Trace Research and Development Center40
• W3C’s Web Accessibility Initiative (WAI)41
• WebAIM (Web Accessibility in Mind)42
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